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Abstract—Physical systems are complex, and their behaviour is
typically affected by uncertainty caused by incomplete knowledge
about their state and operations. The emergence of Digital Twins
(DTs), i.e., virtual copies of physical systems, leverages the op-
portunity of supporting in-vitro diagnoses and decision-making.
However, the adoption of DTs cannot neglect the trust that
stakeholders have in them and in their insights. Here, we present
a preliminary framework for architecting DTs where appropriate
modeling notations, trust assurance, and co-evolution between
DTs and physical systems are part of a holistic method aiming
to guarantee that a DT conforms, in terms of configuration and
behaviour, to its corresponding Physical Twin (PT).

INTRODUCTION

Physical systems are complex, as they are made of het-

erogeneous components, and their behaviour is affected by

uncertainty caused by incomplete knowledge about their state

and operations [1]. The concept of Digital Twin (DT) has re-

cently emerged as a virtual high-fidelity machine-processable

representation of a physical system. By coupling physical

entities (i.e., objects, processes, humans, or human-related

features) to their virtual copies through a continuous and

bidirectional flow of data, it leverages the benefits of both

the virtual and physical environments to support diagnoses,

and decision-making [2], such as:

- safety/performance analysis, e.g., by means of a what-
if state-space exploration, which enables control and

adaptation;

- maintenance, e.g., through the identification of an effec-

tive system evolution paths leading to a desired to-be state

from the current as-is state;

- model-based design, as the DT can be seen as a blueprint

of a system under construction that can, e.g., help in

observing in advance the interactions with other systems.

For these reasons, the concept of DT can represent the core

of an architectural framework and paradigm for designing,

analyzing, implementing, controlling, and adapting complex

physical systems with components belonging to different do-

mains (e.g., cyber-physical, business, and societal systems).

The co-presence of the physical and virtual parts of the

system and their continuous interaction over time underpin the

different activities throughout their entire lifecycle [3]. Since

its inception, the concept has increasingly gained momentum,

driven by advances in related technologies such as IoT, big

data, and machine learning. It is now considered a key

innovation enabler and strategic technology trend, already suc-

cessfully adopted by leading organizations and enterprises [4].

However, the broad adoption of DTs and their full ex-

ploitation heavily depend on the trust that stakeholders have

in DTs as well as in the insights they provide. While the

research in this area has so far primarily focused on privacy

and security [5], one of the significant gaps identified by a

recent systematic review of literature is represented by the

fidelity [6]. Indeed, the accuracy with which the virtual copy

reflects the physical counterpart depends on the quantitative

and qualitative selection of the parameters and their abstraction

levels exchanged by the virtual and physical environments.

In this respect, the critical role of DTs in a physical system

lifecycle requires firm trust being based on a broader set

of concerns. A stakeholder will hardly rely on a DT that

guarantees acceptable levels of privacy and security but fails

to meet required performance, dependability, and safety levels.

More importantly, a DT must faithfully reflect the physical

system’s behaviour to avoid out-of-time or wrong feedback.

Therefore, the following concerns appear essential:

i) the degree of compliance between the behaviour of a PT

and the corresponding behaviour modeled by its DT;

ii) DT-based performance, dependability, and safety of the

physical system, even in presence of uncertain human

behaviour and environment.

In this paper, we propose a conceptual framework that

enhances the current state-of-art in the following major areas:

– modeling using notations that dominate/govern the com-

plexity arising from the heterogeneity of the system

components and the environmental uncertainty, through

multi-view, multi-paradigm, multi-dimensional models;

– trust assurance by means of techniques and approaches

rendered into explicit DT components that continuously

check/predict trust-related properties, like behavioural

conformance, safety, performance, dependability;

– co-evolution of DTs and physical systems through trace-

ability mechanisms, and continuous impact analysis of

the runtime changes applied to the DT, the physical

system, or to the human in the loop feedback.

In the next section, our conceptual framework is introduced

through a case study in the medical appliance domain.
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Physical Twin - System operation Digital Twin - Virtual entities

sa One or more members of the medical staff (e.g., doctors,
nurses) who take care of the patient undergoing assisted me-
chanical ventilation. Specific workflow defining the procedures
for caring that are applied by the medical staff are inherently
considered.

ma The stochastic models that capture the behaviour of the medical staff
members, the uncertainty of human actions and the workflow of medical
procedures, together with spatio-temporal models representing the histori-
cal and near future movements of medical staff within the care unit.

sb The mechanical ventilator and the entire breathing circuit. mb The digital copy of the ventilator, which includes the software adopted to
control the physical sensors and actuators, as long as all the virtual copies
of the sensors and actuators.

sc The sensors and the data collection system that collects data and
enables the definition of the behaviour and the physiological
characteristics of the lungs of the patients.

mc The model of the lungs of the patients, which can be as simple as
a resistance-compliance model or as complex as an elaborated neural-
network.

Fig. 1. Architecture of our conceptual framework for a Digital Twin applied to a mechanical ventilation plant

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

DTs are typically employed in the digital transformation

of manufacturing systems and are today envisioned as the

enabler means to improve personalized medicine, healthcare

organization performance, and new medicines and devices [8].

We outline our conceptual framework through a case study in

the medical domain and illustrate that it enables the design and

development of a new generation of medical devices where

trust and co-evolution play a central role.

Our case study is a lung mechanical ventilator. During the

Covid 19 pandemic, our research groups were involved in the

realization of the Mechanical Ventilator Milano (MVM) [7].

It is a low-cost and fast-to-develop lung ventilator that has

been successfully designed, certified, and is currently built

and delivered (especially to emerging countries). The MVM

provides pressure-regulated ventilation support for patients in

intensive care.

The architecture of our conceptual framework is illustrated

in Figure 1, whereby our case study has been contextualized.

The underlying table illustrates the correspondences between

system elements and virtual entities of our case study.

Digital and Physical Twins exchange data through two

traditional channels that are indicated in the figure as system
data and (direct or human-interpreted) prescriptions. The

former transfers data collected in the field to DT to update

physical entity models and trigger decision-making processes.

The latter brings the interpretation of the outcomes of the

physical world analysis in terms of actions to be executed,

which will align the current system state and behaviour to

a targeted goal. In order to add trust-awareness to this con-

solidated paradigm, we envision the following improvements,

all detailed in the next section. First, the virtual entities in

the DT are represented by multi-view, multi-paradigm, multi-

dimensional modeling notations to effectively represent the

different aspects of physical entities and to capture the multi-

form uncertainties that intrinsically occur in complex systems.

Second, a Trust analysis task is introduced in the DT for

assuring our extended concept of trust. Finally, we introduce
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TABLE I
MODELING NOTATIONS AND DATA COLLECTION FOR THE CASE STUDY

Modelling Virtual Entities Data collection
Discrete Event Formalisms: they model the evolution of the state
of the ventilator-patient system that depends on the occurrence of
events. Examples are Mealy/Moore/State machines, Petri Net, and
their stochastic and hybrid extensions. State machines model the
controller of the ventilator.

Stochastic: they model the uncertainty of the human behaviour in
the ward, the variability of the working conditions, the human free
will, etc. Examples are Stochastic Petri Net and Timed/Hybrid Au-
tomata, Markov decision processes, Queuing networks, etc. Markov
processes model work processes and the medical procedures of the
staff.

Hybrid: they model physical phenomena that can be described
through Ordinary Differential Equations such as the breathing of the
patients. Examples are Hybrid automata, ODE systems, etc. Human
lungs are modelled as a system resulting in a resistor, which resists
the airflow pumped through the ventilator, and a capacitor, which
determines the mass that can be stored in the lungs.

Medical/forensic analysis: it provides logs, including the physio-
logical temporal profile of a patient, rendered into timestamped
sequences of data. Breathing parameters of interest can be the
airway pressure, the tidal volume, the air flux, etc. [7]

System testing: it provides numerical information about the cor-
rectness/safety/performance of the runtime behaviour of the venti-
lator. Suitable dashboards are used by the medical staff, but also by
the designers of the ventilator, to carry out automatic procedures
for verifying the correctness of the ventilator functionality, such as
the pump activity or the opening/clamping of the valves.

Model training: it provides all the required numerical information
needed to refine (the models realising) the virtual copies of the
patients and medical staff. Physiological data are used to refine
the parameters of the model of the lungs (the resistance or the
capacity) or to train completely new models that might replace the
current ones.

a new process called Co-evolution that involves DT and PT,

and that is activated when these two parts are not “aligned”.

Misalignment intuitively occurs when DT is not an up-to-

date representation of the physical system, or when the DT

is modified to meet specific goals that do not coincide with

the current state/behaviour of the physical system.

Based on our framework, a system like MVM can benefit

from the use of a DT, starting from the architectural design

throughout its entire lifecycle: at the level of analysis, with

enhanced logging and monitoring capabilities that help clini-

cians improve the care; at the level of maintenance, with the

identification of possible or potential failures of the machines

(as also mandated by law). Concerning the design, DTs can

help the development and testing of more powerful and safer

ventilators before their use with actual patients.

STEPS AHEAD OF OUR DT VISION

Hereafter, we illustrate the application of our envisioned

conceptual framework to the running case study.

Modeling heterogeneous systems with uncertainty

The heterogeneous nature of physical system components,

often realized by different vendors with specific technologies

and operational parameters, calls for a coordinated family

of modeling notations to be used at any stage of the DT

lifecycle. The system description shall consist of multiple

views, possibly based on different notations, to help designers

capture uncertainty aspects as well as the aleatoric variability

of parameters (e.g., resource demands, failure rates) and in-

dices (e.g., response time, reliability on demand). Besides the

static and behavioural aspects, the adopted modeling notations

have to allow the digital shadow specification, i.e., the rigorous

description of (historical and real-time) data that enables trust

analysis and predictive/prescriptive functions. Table I reports

a list of possible modelling notations and mechanisms for data

collection that may be used for engineering a DT of the next

generation of ventilators.

Trust assurance

Trust is a vital concern in the adoption of digital systems.

We intend to widen the scope of trust that in the DT context

has been limited, up today, to privacy, safety, and security

issues (e.g., [9], [5], [10]). Provided that a DT giving late

or wrong feedback is less trustable than a timely and correct

one, we target performance and availability/reliability as extra

attributes to become first-class ones in the trust assurance

process. However, a premise to the mentioned non-functional

guarantees is that a DT (in terms of configuration and be-

haviour) conforms to its corresponding PT. Thus, the DT-

PT conformance represents the basis for trust assurance. The

left column of Table II reports examples of trust analysis

techniques that may be applied to our case study.

Co-evolution of DTs and physical systems

Evolution is an inevitable aspect that affects the whole

lifecycle of systems, and it occurs because of changing require-

ments, detected software defects, or new insights emerging

from the domain. A more complex form of evolution is

co-evolution, which occurs whenever two or more artefacts

mutually affect each other’s evolution because of implicit

or explicit dependencies. PTs and DTs are strictly coupled

entities that co-evolve according to continuous data exchange.

The DT monitors and records the PT’s operational states and

can give stakeholders useful feedback if such information is

truthful and up-to-date. A significant benefit in using DT-

based analysis is the ability to carry experiments (e.g., what-if

analysis) that would be costly on a PT, such as analyzing

the performance sensitivity to system parameter variations.

Based on a solid connection between runtime information

and DT design, changes in the PT can be suggested to meet
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TABLE II
TRUST ANALYSIS AND CO-EVOLUTION FOR THE CASE STUDY

Trust Analysis Co-evolution
Simulated training: it allows medical staff to learn pa-
tient behaviour before treatment, using a virtual model,
to avoid damage to the patients. Newly recruited doctors
to learn the use of the ventilator in managing different
situations where patients show various pathologies.
They use suitable dashboards on the virtual side to
control the simulated patient-ventilator system.

Runtime QoS analysis and monitoring: it focuses on
reliability and safety analysis of the ventilator coupled
with the patient’s breathing system. Doctors continu-
ously monitor patient’s health status and run predefined
procedures to check, for instance, if and when a breath-
ing crisis might occur and if the ventilator can safely
intervene with a prompt action. Moreover, the designers
of the ventilator can carry out formal analysis to deter-
mine if the ventilator satisfies the safety/performance
requirements using up-to-date models and set up, to-
gether with doctors, runtime procedures that guarantee
integrity of the patients.

Data protection enforcement during the transmission
of data from the physical world to the digital coun-
terpart and viceversa. The Data collection service can
export logged data but only granted doctors/users can
perform data exchange and read protected information.
Hence, authentication, authorization mechanisms are
enforced automatically.

From physical entities to virtual ones. Modification of the physical side
reflects on the virtual side: a new sensor is introduced in the system for the
measurement of a new physiological information about the patient (e.g., pulse
oximeter for oxygen saturation); then, a new virtual copy of the sensor state
is integrated with the current digital representation of the ventilator-patient
system and the sensor data is used to update the digital representation of the
device’s state.
From virtual entities to physical ones. Results of the analysis at the virtual
side reflects on the physical side.

• Continuous refinement: new requirements/scenarios imply a change in
the virtual counterpart that is used to evaluate the system in these new
contexts. The ventilator has been used only for mechanical ventilation of
adult patients, but emerging needs demand the use of the ventilator on
children. This implies the addition of: the model of children’s lungs and
the model of a paediatrician together with the workflow that is suitable
for the care of young patients. Moreover, the software for the control of
the ventilator is modified.

• Quality assessment (if-what analysis): the Trust Analysis loop executed
on the virtual counterpart allows for detecting violations of the quality
requirements. Hence, changes to the virtual models are evaluated and
possibly reflected into the physical world. The digital models show
a limited reactivity of the medical staff due to low response time in
emergency management. Hence, a modification in the model of the
medical staff is applied and validated.

• Prediction (what-if analysis): the Trust Analysis loop applied on logs
detects forthcoming criticalities. Hence, countermeasures must be con-
sidered to secure the physical world (no changes are applied to the virtual
entities). Symptoms that might lead to a respiratory distress are identified.
Hence, the virtual counterpart enforces proactively a new respiratory
profile in the patient by applying suitable corrective actions through the
ventilator controller.

(functional or non-functional) requirements before the system

faces certain scenarios (e.g., some specific workloads). The

right column of Table II reports how the DT-PT co-evolution

may be managed in our case study.

CONCLUSIONS

In order to increase the level of trust in the results and

indications coming from a DT, and to reduce the fidelity

gap, we here sketched three interrelated research directions:

modeling notations for heterogeneous systems with uncer-

tainty (multi-view, multi-paradigm, multi-dimensional mod-

els); trust assurance techniques (behavioural conformance,

safety, performance, dependability); co-evolution of DTs and

PTs (traceability, impact analysis of the DT changes).

Besides problems arising from modeling approximations

and uncertainties caused by incomplete or imprecise collected

data, one of the open problems we identify is the integration of

the results that different DT-based analyses might produce, and

the synthesis of a set of non-conflicting prescriptive actions

to be transferred to PT. This process of decision-making and

integration could be subject to the paradox of choice [11]

that might make a decision becomes overwhelming due to

the many potential outcomes.
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